CISM Report for 72nd ISC Plenary

1) CISM Activities in 2021

44th CISM World Military Parachuting Championship (WMPC) was held in Doha/Qatar from 15-30 November 2021. In spite of the absence of some usually participating nations (including China) due to Covid related travel restrictions, we had 33 competing nations. In addition, 8 with observers or judges.

Results of 44th WMPC are available on [http://www.milsport.one/sports/parachuting](http://www.milsport.one/sports/parachuting) and [http://results.worldskydiving.org/FrontEnd/CompetitionCollection/1038](http://results.worldskydiving.org/FrontEnd/CompetitionCollection/1038). Thank you very much to ISC for including the CISM results at worldskydiving page.

The 2019 trend (Xing Yaping) that a Junior succeeds to win individual accuracy and even S&A overall classification continued also this year. Both S&A 2021 S&A overall champions Vlada Krivenko/RUS and Robin Griesheimer/GER are still under 25 year old and in general there is hope that the increasing number of juniors will contribute to the future of S&A.

With 101 male and female participants in Freefall Style also this discipline shows to be alive. The presence of ISC President Gillian Rayner during the competition period and at all ceremonies alongside CISM President honoured the participants and host nation.

Thank you Gillian for our good ISC-CISM relation!

In preparation of 44th WMPC Qatar Airsport had organized the 1st Qatar International Open Parachuting Competition (1st QIPOC) in February 2021. This international parachuting event worked well under all necessary Covid prevention measures and contributed to the then successful WMPC organization.

In September 2021 CISM Chief Judge Oliver Vent held a CISM judges’ seminar in Doha as further WMPC preparation event. 7 New CISM judges received their rating and two could refresh their license with the bi-annual test that is obligatory in CISM since 1992 (back then the rule for mandatory re-testing was copied from IPC/SC5).

2) CISM parachuting activities in 2022

45th World Military Parachuting Championship (WMPC) in Güssing/AUT will be held 20th-30th June 2022 after it had been cancelled in 2020 due to Covid. [http://www.cism-austria.at/20220620/participants.html](http://www.cism-austria.at/20220620/participants.html)
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